
OliNet is a harvesting aid for Olives,  nuts, seed and fruit collection. It has folding 

arms with an automatic trunk & overlapping seal, resulting in fast and reliable setup. 

Olives or nuts are collected in the suspended net and then funneled into storage tubs.
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Available Through Your Local Dealer



Easy to manoeuvre from tree to tree with good 
visibility for repositioning

OliNet has excellent visibility when positioning against the trunk 
and is easy to manoeuvre in this compact form. The OliNet is 
easy to transport throughout the grove and is fitted with 15" tyres 
with greased bearings.

For long distance transport, The OliNet can be made even more 
compact by - retracting telescopic arms, unbolting tub rack & third 
wheel assembly and then can be lifted by two people and put into 
a utility.

Net automatically seals around tree trunk and over-
lapping join

Automatically sealing the trunk with an over-lapping elastic join to 
prevent any loss of fruit when the arms are locked into position. 
The new style OliNet can seal around 60cm diametre trunks. 

Easy leveling, height adjustment
This 15" steering wheel with auto park brake and fast height 
adjustment is standard on the OliNet. This wheel can be removed 
if mounting to a 4 wheel ATV, but still keeping the easy height 
adjustment.

Sizes available 4m, 5.5m & 7m
The arms and steering wheel are double telescopic and adjusted 
to suit net size. 

The advantage of this is that the same OliNet frame can be used 
and extended as trees grow, just purchase the next size net. 

 

Fruit stored in easy to handle and accessible tubs
Three plastic tubs provide ample storage of fruit and are easy to 
access.

Rubber padding on the trunk guides & arm base provide easy 
alignment & protection to  the trunk

Detachable elastic rope sides allow easy access to 
centre of tree 

The net is suspended with elastic rope and to reach in just push 
against net edge. Or the elastic rope can also be unhooked from 
any arm or arms at any time to allow full access to all parts of the 
tree without loss of fruit

For the latest information visit www.crendon.com.au

Disclaimer : The pictures and information in this brochure are a guide only. 
Specifications are subject to change without notice and without liability 

expressed or implied.
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